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Abstract This article presents a short journey into the realm
of foresighting exploration and exploitation of knowledge.
Universities aim to achieve a prolific balance between re-
search, education and third mission activities. Presently, the
rate of change (and especially exogenous change) have
reached a level that has given researchers and managers alike
reason to reflect upon and be concerned about whether this
balance could or should be maintained in the future. The in-
crease in levels of change will necessarily require a momen-
tum of organizational learning within the university. This ap-
plies whether the aim is to maintain the balance or to shift the
balance in a well-planned manner. In this article, we use a
classical organizational learning model to envision and simu-
late how a primary driver (mutual learning) in the balance
between exploration and exploitation of knowledge in univer-
sities may evolve over time. Using 2010 as baseline and the
European Higher Education Area (EHEA) as contextual de-
velopment path, the simulation process highlights parameters
of organizational performance and competitive advantages

such as learning rates, turnover and environmental turbulence
stepwise at year 2015, 2020, 2025 and 2030. Prototypical
European universities are contrasted with hypothetical organi-
zations exposed to even more vibrant environments.
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Introduction

Consider organized anarchies and organizational learning in
European universities. It is all about organizational
ambidexterity [1–3] and punctuated equilibrium [4]. It is at
the very core of universities’modus operandi to have one arm
working at the optimal dissemination of the best of our present
knowledge while the other works equally hard on replacing
this knowledge with something even better.

During several decades, higher education institutions all
over the world have been the target of reforms seeking to
overcome outdated university practices and governance [5].
Higher education institutions and systems in Europe have ex-
perienced a generous share of these initiatives. A number of
educational sector and public sector reforms were launched
during the latter part of the last century. Since the turn of the
century, the rate of change in the European higher education
sector has increased dramatically [6, p. 759]. Important factors
behind this were the Bologna Declaration in 1999 and the
Lisbon Strategy in 2000, aimed at European integration and
at making Europe the world’s most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy by 2010. The rate of change (and
especially exogenous change) has reached a level that could
give reason to reflect upon and be concerned about whether
the institutional balance could - or should - be maintained in
the future.
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Organizational research has provided us with numerous
tools and models to assist us in making such reflections as part
of our daily work. However, March’s [7] highly influential
and widely used exploration-exploitation (E-E learning) mod-
el would seem highly appropriate for such purposes. March’s
model has spurred a plethora of papers presenting extensions,
reconceptualization and uses of the exploration-exploitation
model, including a Special Research Forum on the model in
Academy of Management Journal [8]. A recent review paper
[9] found that 145 papers based on the model were published
in the period 1992–2012. Nevertheless, a search for applica-
tions of the model to higher education institutions showed
only a few, and none that specifically addressed the particular
organizational form used by most higher education
institutions.

This article reports the quest to apply the E-E learning
model to higher education institutions in Europe, and to use
the model to generate simulations of prototypical institutions
within the European higher education area (EHEA) in the
period 2010 to 2030.

The challenge

In March’s seminal article Exploration and exploitation in
organizational learning [7], March examines problems re-
garding the balancing of resources allocated to the exploration
of new possibilities with those allocated to exploitation of
what is already known. With his model as our outset, we
wanted to learn whether (and eventually how) the balance
between exploration and exploitation in organizational learn-
ing could be used as a foresighting tool. The aim was to reflect
upon and possibly gain insight about how universities in
Europe might expect their mutual learning to develop under
different conditions. The borders of the EHEAwas seen as the
natural limits for this foresighting endeavour.

Thus, we saw this task as a challenge consisting of two
pieces:

1. Would application of March’s E-E learning model be vi-
able and applicable to higher education institutions, and
for the foresighting purpose?

& We thought of this as the explorative and methodo-
logical part of our effort.

2. If appropriate, could the model be applied as a tool to
envision possible future developments for prototypical
higher educational institutions in Europe?

& We thought of this as the contextual and exploitative
part of the challenge.

March’s E-E model hinges on mutual learning within the
organization to achieve the necessary balance. The term mu-
tual learning refers to how the organization learn from its
members while at the same time its members learn from the
organization. The three basic elements of the model are the
external reality (the organization’s environment; the market),
the organizational code (the organization culture, the conven-
tional wisdom within the organization), and the organization’s
members. How the balance develops over time will therefore
depend on the individual learning rate of the members and the
learning rate of the organization as well as factors like turn-
over and environmental turbulence. The E-E model is present-
ed somewhat more in detail in the next section.

The E-E model has been repeatedly shown to apply
well to companies in numerous sectors [9, 10], for com-
panies supporting the common organizational form of
having a single formal superior authority within the cor-
poration/organization. Usually this is implemented by
having a board or similar construct acting as the single
superior authority. However, we were concerned that the
E-E model might contain elements that presupposed this
organizational form. If so, the model might not apply
equally well to European higher education institutions as
these have more than one formal superior authority. In
most European countries, they have three formal (de jure)
authorities [11, 12]; academic freedom, ministry gover-
nance and institutional autonomy.

The first effort would be to clarify whether the E-E model
contained any elements as mentioned above. This includes
seeking out possibilities for adapting the model to higher ed-
ucation institutions and is reported in section BThe Models^.
March [7] examined the E-E model by simulating how the
mutual learning affected the balance under different condi-
tions. The second effort includes performing corresponding
simulations for a prototypical higher education institution
within the EHEA. This is reported in section BThe context
and the simulations^.

We see universities as Bprototypical^ when they are
governed by the three formal authorities, are engaged in re-
search, education and third mission activities, and simulta-
neously cater to exploration and exploitation of knowledge.

The models

In clarifying how the E-E model could be applied to univer-
sities, it is necessary to present three models:

& The E-E learning model itself;
& The superior group (SG) choice model that is implement-

ed as an integral part of the E-E learning model;
& The garbage can model (GCM) of organizational choice.
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The E-E learning model

Since the publication of the E-E model, the balance between
exploration and exploitation has seen a dramatic increase in
use within organizational analysis as well as in organization-
al design, organizational learning, and even organizational
survival. While the general concept is seen to dominate the
field [13], the model of balancing exploration and exploita-
tion was presented by March [7] as a way to enable orga-
nizational ambidexterity in an organization. Such ambidex-
terity relies on finding a balance that lets the organization be
creative and adaptive while at the same time relying success-
fully on its traditional and proven business methods.
Companies that focus only on exploration expose them-
selves to bearing Bthe cost of experimentation without
gaining many of its benefits^ [7, p. 71]. Companies that
focus only on exploitation Bare likely to find themselves
trapped in suboptimal stable equilibria^ [7, p. 71].

The E-E model envisions the interplay between the orga-
nization’s beliefs and the personal beliefs of each individual in
the organization. The core of the model is how organizational
and individual beliefs contribute to each other through a pro-
cess of mutual learning. The model relates organizational and
individual beliefs to an external reality. The external reality is
assumedly known, and it is independent of organizational and
individual beliefs. This interaction between individuals, orga-
nization and the external reality depicts a central mechanism
in the balance between exploration and exploitation of knowl-
edge in organizations [13] in a parsimonious and very elegant
way. The model encompasses a small number of core ele-
ments, designed and interconnected to contain substantial
learning phenomena [7].

At its core, we find these items:

& An external reality in m dimensions. The dimensions are
independent of any beliefs about them, and independent of
each other.

& An organizational code in m dimensions. This code de-
picts the reality as seen by the organization. At the very
outset of an organization, the organizational code will be
empty.

& A population of n individuals within the organization.
Each individual has an individual code in m dimensions,
depicting each individual organization member’s beliefs.
The individuals may carry along beliefs as they become
members of the organization.

& The organizational learning rate; how effectively the orga-
nization code learns from its members.

& The socialization rate of the individuals; how effectively
the individuals learn from the organizational code.

& The rate of turbulence in the external environment.
& The rate of internal turnover, i.e. changes of individual

beliefs.

The model do not presuppose any agreement between the
organizational code and the external reality. On the contrary, at
the outset of an organization, the organizational code differs
from the external reality at each and every of the dimensions.
Thus, how well the organizational code reflects the actual
reality at any given point is a matter of the choices made in
the organization. In the E-E model, the choice mechanism for
code learning is the ‘superior group’ model.

As discussed below, the superior group model presupposes
a single superior authority. All universities in Europe have
more than one superior authority.We argue that choice models
that do not presuppose a single superior authority might be
more apt when applying the E-E model to universities. In
particular, we propose that the choice model presented in the
seminal article by Cohen et al. BA Garbage Can Model of
Organizational Choice^ [14] may be better suited than the
superior group choice model.

The superior group choice model

At the very outset of an organization, the organizational code
of the E-E model do not contain any beliefs at all. Over time,
the organizational code builds up, according to its learning
rate and its model for how to learn, as implemented through
the superior group model.

The E-Emodel is a dynamic model, depicting the evolution
of organizations over time. Time is divided into periods fol-
lowing each other. It is in the transitions from one period to the
next that the state of affairs is sampled, and the books updated.
The organizational code is not dictated by the external reality,
and at each transition point the organization is free to choose
any value it wants on any dimension of the organizational
code. With the superior group choice model, the values are
chosen in this way:

& The superior group consists of all members who have an
individual code that reflects reality better than the present
organizational code.

& If the value of the organizational code on a particular di-
mension agrees with the value a majority of the members
of the superior group hold at that dimension, the value for
that dimension of the organizational code is kept
unchanged.

& If a majority of the superior group differs from the value of
the organization code on a particular dimension, it might
be changed or it might be kept unchanged. The probability
that it is kept unchanged increases with lower organiza-
tional learning rate, and with increasing rate of dissent
within the superior group.

Thus, the superior group is not an organizational entity with
a fixed membership, and the membership might or might not
change from one period to the next. At the outset, the superior
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group will consist of all members of the organization (or ‘all
minus one’1). When there is no internal or external turbulence,
the organizational code converges on reality, with the speed of
convergence depending on the learning rates of the organiza-
tion and its members. However, there is a risk that subsets of
dimensions form stable rings, where the values of the organi-
zational code and the codes of the members of the superior
group are shared but differ from the reality, or where the values
oscillate between having no value or the wrong value. This
makes convergence to reality impossible for the affected di-
mensions. The result will be stable states where the organiza-
tional code reflects reality only to a certain fixed degree. March
[7] refers to this as the knowledge equilibrium, and shows that
this lock-in to organizational codes that poorly reflects reality
can be better avoided when the organization have high learning
rate while the members have low learning rates.

From a democratic outset where all members have an equal
say in the forming of the organizational code, the superior
group process proceeds by continuously excluding members
that cannot boast an individual code that reflects reality better
than the organization’s present code and including those who
can. In a turbulence-free environment, this will lead to an
increasingly narrower knowledge elite being involved in the
changing of organizational code, until the organizational code
finally mimics reality as good as it can by reaching its equi-
librium state. However, turbulence happens, and both external
turbulence and internal turbulence (turnover) directly affects
which members of the organization will be included in the
superior group. Turbulence thereby counteracts the tendency
of the superior group model to form a knowledge elite.

In the superior group model, only a subgroup gets to have a
say in what values the institutional code should contain. This
group is not open to everybody. Only individuals fulfilling
certain criteria is included in the group. The superior group
model is a single authority model.

The garbage can choice model

Universities in Europe all have more than a single authority.
Within the EHEA the academic freedom is one of these, also
given de jure support in most participating countries. In addi-
tion, most countries have implement a de jure institutional
authority as well as a de jure national authority.
Organizations where choices and decisions are made under
influence of multiple authorities will often have the organiza-
tional form termed organized anarchies [14] having these
characteristics:

& They support multiple and divergent goals, resulting in
problematic preferences

& They operate with unclear and usually diversified decision
processes and technologies

& They experience fluent process participation. When many
choice arenas are available, members cannot mostly due to
time and resources restrictions attend to all choice arenas
they have access to. Members then prioritize, often ac-
cording to practical considerations, individual preferences
or organizational needs.

Choice or decision processes having these characteristics
are perceived as problematic in most (single authority) orga-
nizations. From a governance point of view, they can be per-
ceived as problematic also for universities supporting multiple
authorities (see e.g. [15]). From an institutional or sectorial
perspective however, the form of organized anarchies may
improve the resilience of universities [11].

Cohen et al. [14] devised a model for choice and decision
processes in organized anarchies. This model can be used also
for multi authority organizations [11]. Using the E-E model
with a garbage can choice model rather than a superior group
choice model would enable use of the E-E model also in the
context of universities.

The garbage can model evaluates different ways the mem-
bers may take part in the different choices, different ways
decisions can be made, and different ways the energy is dis-
tributed among the members. This energy is needed to solve
problems. Members attend to choice opportunities in which
problems may be solved [8]. In each such choice opportunity,
decisions may be made in three different ways:

& By resolution: The available energy enables a choice to be
made, which also actually resolves a problem.

& By oversight: A choice opportunity where there is no
problem attached. The available energy may then be used
to make a choice quickly and with a minimum of energy.

& By flight: If a choice opportunity do not have sufficient
energy to resolve the problem(s) present, a problem may
be transferred to another arena. In the present choice arena
it may then be possible to make a choice, as the energy
required to resolve the transferred problem(s) is no longer
a constraint.

The E-E model divides time into periods following each
other, with choices being made regarding the values of the
organization code in the transitions from one period to the
next. With the garbage can choice model integrated into the
E-E model, the values are chosen in this way:

& All individuals participating in a choice bring their indi-
vidual code to the choice opportunity.

& All individuals cannot attend to all choice opportunities.
The participation factor indicates the probability that an
individual will attend to any particular choice opportunity.

1 The ‘one’ being the odd fellow that supports no beliefs at any dimension of
reality whatsoever.
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& If a choice is made by resolution, the value of the partic-
ular dimension of the organization code is chosen to be the
value held by a majority of the participating individuals
for that particular dimension.

& If a choice is made by flight, this particular choice oppor-
tunity pushes the problem of evaluating the value of the
dimension of the organization code onto other choice
arenas. The value of that particular dimension is therefore
left unchanged in the organization code.

& If a choice is made by oversight, the choice opportunity do
not view that dimension of the code as one of particular
interest for the institution, and it defaults to the value of the
corresponding dimension of reality.

The context and the simulations

The three models (E-E, SG and GCM, respectively) briefly
described above are integrated as the basis for the simulations
performed and described below. By implementing the garbage
can choice mechanism in the E-E model, the model will be
applicable to prototypical European universities within a con-
text of the EHEA. These are multi authority organizations
supporting academic freedom as well as ministry governance
and institutional autonomy, and as such a perfect fit for a
combination of the superior group choice model and the gar-
bage can choice model in their organizational learning efforts.

The EHEA as context

European higher education institutions have experienced nu-
merous reforms and changes through the educational sector
and public sector reforms that were launched before of the turn
of the century. Since then, however, the rate of change has
nevertheless increased dramatically [6, p. 759]. Central factors
behind this was the Bologna Declaration in 1999 and the
Lisbon Strategy in 2000, with aims to integrate the higher
education across all of Europe and govern the sector towards
common goals being collectively referred to as ‘Europe 2020’
[16: 3].

The rate of change instigated by the Europe 2020 processes
is characterised as unprecedented in the higher education
world [17: p. xiii]. The processes has been described as
Bfundamental^, Bmajor^ and Bprofound^, and the effects has
been described as Bremarkable^ and a Bdramatic restructuring
of higher education^ [18]. The European Commission devel-
oped the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) as a tool to
coordinate and govern the huge amount of changes that would
have to be made to the national educational systems in
Europe. The OMC was designed as a tool for mutual policy
learning and knowledge exchange between the participation

nations [17]. It turned out to be very efficient, even ‘revolu-
tionary’ [19].

The fundamental goal of establishing the higher education
institutions across all of Europe in a single European Higher
Education Area (EHEA) was achieved in 2010, as the
Bucharest-Vienna Ministerial Conference declared the estab-
lishment of the European Higher Education Area [20].
However, this was a goal achieved with the narrowest possible
margin. At the time of declaration of the EHEA, the most
fundamental elements were in place across most participating
nations. For the institutions and many of the national higher
education systems, the declaration of the EHEAwas when the
real work started [21]. The member countries were at quite
different maturity levels at the outset in 2010, and the
communiqué from the EHEA Ministerial Conference in 2015
underscores that the diversity across nation has not decreased
sufficiently. At the Ministerial Conference a new version of the
European Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in
the European Higher Education Area (ESG) was adopted [22].
The Standards and Guidelines (and especially the new 2015
edition) have required most member countries to make changes
to their national legislation. These changes are at different
stages in the different member countries. The Ministerial
Conference outlines the major challenges that are to be met in
the following years in their conference communiqués. The
present communiqué and the strategies for the EHEA and its
different workgroups are good indications of the rate of change
in the subsequent years [23: 1–2].

TheMinisterial Conference now aims to tighten the grip on
member countries that show a relaxed attitude towards the
criteria, stating that EHEA will be «addressing the issue of
non-implementation of key commitments in time for our next
meeting» [23: 3].

Challenges when using the EHEA as simulation arena

For the purposes of applying the E-E model to higher educa-
tion institutions, the EHEA as described above will for several
reasons not be the simplest possible context for our simulation
modelling.

The special research forum on the E-E model being report-
ed in the Academy of Management Journal [8] posits the
relation between ambidexterity and punctuated equilibrium
as one of the fundamental issues in using the E-E model.
While the very mission of universities necessitates applying
both exploration and exploitation to research as well as to
education and third mission in an ambidextrous way, the risks
of having to adapt to punctuated equilibria still applies. The
empirical test of punctuated equilibria in organizational trans-
formation of companies performed by Romanelli and
Tushman [24] shows that this risk is real. Major shifts in the
regulatory environment has been found to serve as punctuated
equilibria [25]. Thus the context of the EHEA should be
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analysed for possible sources for punctuations of the
equilibria.

The EHEA presents us with a rich set of information on the
evolution as well as for previous plans for the future (see
http://www.ehea.info/). In summary, these show that the
environment have not achieved the stability that is required
for using the E-E model as a stationary model. The present
strategic plans for development of the EHEA shows that such
stabilisation of the rate of change is not achieved by 2015.
However, the present plans encompass all nations having im-
plemented all required elements by the year 2020 [23], indi-
cating that stability will be reached in 2020.

& The 2010 BBudapest-Vienna Declaration on the European
Higher Education Area^ [20] signed by 47 nations insti-
gated the EHEA and posited an increasing rate of change
across the policy areas of the EHEA.

& The document «The European Higher Education Area in
2012» implementation report [26] presented to the minis-
terial conference in Bucharest in 2012, as well as the
communiqué from the ministerial meeting [27], showed
that the increase posited in 2010 would have to be main-
tained to meet goals set for 2015.

& The document «The European Higher Education Area in
2015» implementation report [28] presented to the minis-
terial conference in Yerevan in 2015 stated that «The
Bologna process has arrived at a crucial point» [28, p.
3]. Nevertheless, the communiqué from the ministerial
meeting stated that «By 2020 we are determined to
achieve an EHEA where our common goals are imple-
mented in all member countries» [23, p. 1–2]. A lot of
work is still remaining, in institutions as well as in national
higher education systems. Also, in many cases the chang-
es in the institutions is done in response to changes in the
national systems, therefore often lagging the system
changes by one to three years.

& The EHEA documents do not yet indicate any new chang-
es to be introduced in EHEA after 2020.

Based on these documents, the evolution of the EHEA and
its national systems and higher education institutions might
see this evolution in the period 2010–2030:

& The period 2010–2015 will see a steady increase in rate of
change.

& Starting in 2015, this increase will level off, and remain at
the same rate until 2020.

& While the changes per plans should be completed by
2020, the experience from the Bologna process up to
now indicates that this goal might not be fully met, so
changes will still remain. Institutions will lag system
changes in many cases. For these reasons, the rate of
change could be expected to continue, but gradually

decrease. The expectation used in the simulations is that
the annual decrease will be lower than the annual increase
in the period 2010–2015, and that the process will in 2030
arrive at the same rate of change as in 2010.

& There will be a steady increase in internationalisation and
staff mobility from 2010 to 2020, and a further increase as
the increase expands to administrative staff as well from
2015. As no further plans exist, the level may stay at a
steady level from 2020 to 2025, and then decrease from
2025 to 2030.

Based on these presumptions, our simulations will punctu-
ate the change equilibrium at least at two points; from in-
creased rate of change to stable rate of change in 2015, and
from stable rate of change to decreasing rate of change in
2020. The simulations will thus start at the birth of EHEA in
2010, and will run to 2030.

The motivations and current strategies for the EHEA in-
clude giving high attention to increased internationalisation
(of study programmes as well as their environments for deliv-
ery) and increased level of mobility (of students as well as
scientific and administrative staff). The intended results in-
clude better harmonisation between European higher educa-
tion institutions as well better harmonisation between the na-
tional higher education systems. The effect of this, transferred
to our model scenario, will be changes in the endogenous
reality of the organization, seen as changes to individual di-
mensions of the member’s belief. As no targets are set for the
EHEA regarding this, the simulations are done under the as-
sumptions that this factor will be increasing in a slow but
steady way throughout the simulation period.

In addition, the EHEA as simulation scenario poses a few
minor challenges when doing simulations based on the E-E
model. As per March’s 1991 article, the E-E model hinges on
a stationary model of mutual learning. The term stationary
indicates that the parameters governing the transitions from
one period to the next are kept unchanged (stationary)
throughout the simulations. But the EHEA scenario described
above requires not only that the transition parameters change
from one period to the next, but that the rate of changemay be
changed as well (at the points in time where the equilibrium is
punctuated). To allow for this, non-stationary (dynamic) ver-
sions of the models were used in the simulations.

The E-E model simulations

The simulations were done using, as far as possible, identical
scenarios and variable settings as those used in March [7]
article for the E-E model and in Cohen et al. [8] article for
the garbage can choice model. In summary, these are as
follows:

& Number of periods in the E-E model: 80
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& Number of members in the organization: 50
& Number of dimensions in reality/organizational

code/individual code: 30
& Number of iterations of each simulation scenario: 80
& Number of choice opportunities in each period (for the

garbage can choice model): 50
& Number of iterations of each choice opportunity: 80

The results for the EHEA scenarios

In Table 1, the results from the simulations show how well the
organizational code reflects the external reality of the EHEA
during the period. The period used for simulations are 2010–
2030, but since all 2010 variables must start at 0, they are
suppressed. The table results give the percentage of the exter-
nal reality that is reflected in the organization’s code.

The figures used to calculate the percentages are the num-
ber of dimensions of the organization code that correspond to
the respective dimension of the external reality. We repeated
the simulations 80 times for each of the 80 periods involved,
as in the original E-E model [7]. Then we recorded the results.
The percentage shows the average result across the simula-
tions. In the scenarios involving the garbage can model, each
of these simulations contain 50 choice arenas within each
period. For each of these, 80 repetitions are performed. In this
table, the results across the two models are shown for each of
three adaptation levels.

One notable feature of these results are the very similar
results achieved for the three different GCM adaptations for
all the time periods.While achieving low level of code knowl-
edge in 2015, the three series end up at high levels of code
knowledge in 2030, independent of adaptation rate.

Another feature is that the SG having low adaptation rate
show a stable code knowledge throughout all time periods,
while when having medium and high adaptation rate experi-
ence a certain increase from 2015 to 2030.

As contrasting scenarios, we also simulated foresighting
code knowledge dynamics in cases that are quite different
from the EHEA contextual scene, as shown in Table 2. The
system dynamics used is one with evolution over time

experiencing continuously increasing internal and external
turbulence throughout the period, from low to high.

Table 2 shows possible code knowledge evolutions in other
(hypothetical) organizations than the prototypical EHEA
higher education institution. The simulation period is 2010–
2030 as in Table 1, and again the numbers for 2010 are sup-
pressed. The table results give the percentage of the external
reality that is reflected in the organization’s code.

Evolutions are shown for organizations where socialization
rate and organizational learning rate are continuously increas-
ing (indicated by ‘Low-High’ system dynamics) as well as
continuously decreasing (indicated by ‘High-Low’ system dy-
namics) for each of the two adaptation models.

It is a notable feature of these results that for both system
dynamics, the SG model show a peak code knowledge in
2015 followed by a steady decline towards 2030. Both
GCM models show a peak in 2020, followed by an uneven
further development up to 2030, created by the difference in
system dynamics.

Discussion

In our societies, universities are the archetypical knowledge
organizations. Universities have to explore new knowledge
and replace the best of our knowledge with something even
better, and simultaneously exploit existing knowledge through
the best possible dissemination of this present knowledge to
students and the public. It is therefore paramount that the
universities’ culture and organizational codes continuously
adapt to the external reality that the institution resides within,
even in times when that external reality changes.

Adapting to changing conditions is always difficult, even
for universities. According to the E-E model, the balancing act
between successful exploration and successful exploitation
requires that the balance between the organization’s learning
culture and the cultural learning in the organization can be
maintained and developed. If not, the organizational code
may lose its grip on reality.

In the E-E model, it is the level of correspondence between
the organization code and the external reality that indicates the
grip the organization has on reality. The model includes four
central parameters (five in the version where the GCM choice

Table 1 Foresighting code knowledge in EHEA 2010–2030

Adaptation model & rate 2015 2020 2025 2030

Garbage can, low adaptation rate 34% 65% 79% 86%

Superior group, low adaptation rate 58% 55% 56% 58%

Garbage can, medium adaptation rate 35% 66% 77% 87%

Superior group, medium adaptation rate 67% 65% 70% 74%

Garbage can, high adaptation rate 34% 67% 79% 87%

Superior group, high adaptation rate 69% 70% 71% 78%

Table 2 Foresighting code knowledge in alternative scenarios not
similar to EHEA

Adapation model & system dynamics 2015 2020 2025 2030

Garbage can, Low-High 27% 67% 53% 47%

Superior group, Low-High 74% 68% 46% 24%

Garbage can, High-Low 27% 54% 42% 47%

Superior group, High-Low 72% 64% 40% 33%
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model is added). These can be attuned to simulate numerous
possible developments for different scenarios. Running simu-
lations for numerous different scenarios show that many com-
binations and development result in maintaining or improving
the knowledge level of the organization code, while other
indicate more worrisome developments.

Foresighting organizational adaptation processes

The SG adaptation process and the GCM adaptation process
do lead to quite different results in the evolution of organiza-
tional code knowledge. One striking difference is that the
GCM adaptation process seldom suffer from the same deteri-
orating effects over time as seen in many scenarios that utilize
SG in their organizational learning. The reason for this differ-
ence lies in the fact that the superior group may internally
agree on beliefs that disagrees with reality, but the organiza-
tion may still adopt these beliefs into the organization code.
The GCM adaptation process will in most cases involve a
larger number of individuals in the organization. The process
typically include lots of arenas where some of the members
meet. They exchange their beliefs, possibly with harmonizing
effects, and the organization code will reflect the beliefs of a
much higher percentage of the members. The SG process
progresses quickly to the equilibrium level, but may not re-
spond efficiently to changes in the external environment. The
GCM process adapts slower, but will in many cases steadily
move towards a higher level of code knowledge.

The learning rates of an organization generally has consid-
erable impact on the evolution both inside organizations uti-
lizing SG adaptation processes as well as in organizations
using GCM adaptation processes. However, the results as
shown in Table 1 indicates that for prototypical institutions
in the specific context of the EHEA with the evolutionary
parameters as assumed for the period 2010–2030, the process
is quite indifferent to variations in the organizational learning
rate for institutions where GCM dominates the organization’s
learning. As indicated in Table 2, this is not a general artefact
of the model. This is instead a result of the planned evolution
of EHEA as implemented in the parameters of this particular
set of simulations. A consequence for the institutional strate-
gic foresighting could be that as long as GCM dominates the
organization’s learning it will not be necessary to accommo-
date for any adjustment of the learning rate: Slow-learning
institutions might experience an improvement in code knowl-
edge being almost identical to the one experienced by quick-
learning organizations.

The organizational code knowledge level achieved by the
SG adaptation as shown in Table 1 illustrates some character-
istic features of this adaptation type. The tendency to slightly
decrease between 2015 and 2020 is due to the deterioration of
code knowledge inherent in the SG process. The higher the
learning rate, the more deterioration, described by March as

the degenerate property under conditions of exogenous turbu-
lence [7, p.80]. This result is counteracted by experiencing
increased learning rates over time. In our simulations, that part
of the process outweighs the degeneration from 2020 onwards.

While the initial learning rate accomplished by the GCM
process is noticeably lower than for the SG process, it will
over time achieve better code knowledge. This resonates with
March’s [7, p. 86] comment that the returns of fast learning are
not all positive.

For ministries, caring about the evolution of the higher
education sector on national scale more than about the evolu-
tion of each individual institution, it might be compelling to
view the SG as being populated not by the individuals
possessing superior knowledge but by individuals possessing
superior power. From such a perspective, the superior group
could be populated by the organization’s board and senior
management team. Although it is easy to envision this as the
Bwet dream^ of politicians, bureaucrats and NPM-proponents
alike, it fails to meet the premise of the organizational code
being a result of the cultural process of organizational learn-
ing. In real life the organization code reflects what we actually
do believe, rather than what the people in power think we
should believe.

March [7] indicates that when the organizational learning
rate is high while internal turbulence (turnover) is low, the SG
process favours getting to the results quickly, at the expense of
the quality of the knowledge in the code. A general feature of
the GCM as indicated by the simulations is that the GCM
process favours getting a high quality of the knowledge in
the code, at the expense of not achieving the results quickly.
Relating these characterisations to the exploitation/
exploration balance, the SG adaptation would seem to be of
a more exploitative nature, while the GCM would seem to be
of a more explorative flair. A primary goal of strategic
foresighting using models and simulations is to give sugges-
tions on how one may proceed. By including GCM adaptation
in the E-E model, higher education institutions may utilize the
E-E model to give suggestions on how to proceed. This ap-
plies if the goal is to attune the organizational learning to the
process of developing a more exploitative organizational cul-
ture, but equally well how to proceed if the goal is to attune the
organizational learning to a process of developing a more
explorative organizational culture. This would not be
constrained to universities within the EHEA, but could be of
utility in any organization.

Conclusion and outlook

Universities within EHEA are multi authority institutions, most
of them using the organizational form of organized anarchies
for many of their core activities. Our simulations indicate that
this may limit the risk exposure regarding organizational
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learning and adaptation. From its inception in 2010, the EHEA
has undergone an exploration phase during its first five years,
experiencing search, variation, innovation and development.
The 2015 EHEAMinisterial Conference clearly stated that this
phase should be completed by 2020, opening up for a phase
more characterised by harvesting the results of the preceding
explorative phase. At the EHEA level, the year 2020 will mark
the transition from exploration to exploitation. The balancing
between the two is achieved by temporal phases. This resonates
well with the predominant view among researchers that the
balance should be kept as a punctuated equilibrium, rather than
being anagenetically ambidextrous [13, p. 694].

In the context used here, the ambidexterity question is dou-
ble sided. On the one hand, ambidexterity and the chores of
balancing between opposing organizational learning dynam-
ics over time is what universities face for any planning period,
short or long. On the other hand, the higher education institu-
tions have to balance the influence from their sectorial gover-
nors (ministries) up against their institutional autonomy as
well as the academic freedom.

Operating within these frames, each institution should be
able to adapt to the punctuated equilibria as they occur in the
EHEA. The universities need tomaintain organizational learn-
ing processes that can easily adapt to and keep in phase with
punctuated equilibria in their external reality. The organiza-
tional learning would need to underpin the actual changes that
must take place within the organization, as the external reality
moves between shifting phases of exploration and phases of
exploitation, as exemplified by foresighting from 2010 to
2030 shown in Tables 1 and 2.

These simulation results do not provide reasons for concern
for institutions utilizing GCM adaptation processes for orga-
nizational learning as their dominant model in the future. The
simulations show that organizational learning through GCM
processes are highly resilient in higher education institutions.
The simulations foresee the ability to accommodate for (and
actually thrive on) external as well as internal turbulence. The
GCM as organizational model for universities is seemingly so
robust that it in most situations will not degenerate even under
conditions of external and internal turbulence. This robustness
can be found also in the SG model, but to a lesser extent. The
inherent degeneracy of the SG model under external turbu-
lence is counteracted by insuring sufficient internal turnover
[7, p.80].Within the assumed evolution of EHEA as a context,
we have found no institutional scenarios that result in the loss
of knowledge identified byMarch [7] as an inherent risk. This
result resonates well with former Norwegian Minister of
Education Gudmund Hernes’ characterization of universities
as being ‘super-resilient organizations’ [29].

The E-Emodel, being a highly simplified and quite abstract
model, would seem more suited as a forecasting tool than as
tool for specific planning purposes. Box’s [30] famous dictum
that while all models are wrong, some are still useful, certainly

applies. Empirical studies have shown that the E-E model has
wide utility [9, 24], and we have shown that by including the
GCM in the model, it will apply also to higher education
institutions. In applying the E-E model to specific institutions
rather than prototypical universities, this addition make it pos-
sible to evaluate for each dimension in the organizational code
whether the dimension learns primarily through a SG process
or primarily through a GCM process.

Universities relying dominantly on the SG adaptation pro-
cess may have to watch out for signs of losing some of their
grip on reality, according to our simulation results. However,
they could be aided somewhat by the expected change of
mode of the EHEA in 2020 due to moving from a phase of
exploration and into a phase of exploitation. The simulation
results still indicate that knowledge level degeneration could
be the result if the institution do not take sufficient part in the
internationalization or mobility activities within the EHEA, or
explore other means of keeping their endogenous change rate
sufficiently high.

Looking outside the realm of higher education, we suspect
that an E-E model supporting superior group processes as well
as garbage can processes would be of value in any organiza-
tion attempting to nudge the organizational culture towards
becoming more explorative, or towards becoming more
exploitative.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
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creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use,
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